The insertion of amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) receptors into the plasma membrane and removal via internalization are essential for regulating synaptic strength, which underlies the basic mechanism of learning and memory. The retinocollicular pathway undergoes synaptic refinement during development and shows a wide variety of long-term synaptic changes; however, still little is known about its underlying molecular regulation. Here we report a rapid developmental long-term potentiation (LTP)/long-term depression (LTD) switch and its intracellular mechanism at the rat retinocollicular pathway from postnatal day 5 (P5) to P14. Before P9, neurons always exhibited LTP, whereas LTD was observed only after P10. Blockade of GluR2/3-glutamate receptor-interacting protein (GRIP)/AMPA-receptor-binding protein (ABP)/protein interacting with C kinase 1 (PICK1) interactions with pep2-SVKI could sustain the LTP after P10. This suggests that the LTP/LTD switch relied on PDZ protein activities. Selective interruption of GluR2/3-PICK1 binding by pep2-EVKI blocked the long-lasting effects of both LTP and LTD, suggesting a role for PICK1 in the maintenance of long-term synaptic plasticity. Interestingly, synaptic expression of GRIP increased more than twofold from P7 to P11, whereas ABP and PICK1 expression levels remained stable. Blockade of spontaneous retinal input suppressed this increase and abolished the LTP/LTD switch. These results suggest that the increased GRIP synaptic expression may be a key regulatory factor in mediating the activity-dependent developmental LTP/LTD switch, whereas PICK1 may be required for both LTP and LTD to maintain their long-term effects.
amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid receptor; Nmethyl-D-aspartate receptor; long-term potentiation; long-term depression; glutamate receptor-interacting protein; protein interacting with C kinase 1 LONG-TERM POTENTIATION (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) are thought to be not only the cellular bases for learning and memory but also essential parts of the formation and refinement of neuronal circuits during development (6, 36, 39) . Despite considerable efforts over the last decades to understand the developmental regulation of LTP/ LTD, the detailed dynamics and the molecular machinery are still unclear.
The rat retinocollicular projection undergoes significant activity-dependent refinement from just before birth until the end of the third postnatal week (45, 53) . During this period, a wide variety of long-term synaptic changes including LTP and LTD have been verified in the superficial layers of the superior colliculus (sSC) (34, 41, 69, 70) . The expression and maintenance of LTP and LTD are believed to be attributed to the insertion and internalization of amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) receptors at the postsynaptic membrane (8, 38) . Such regulation is mediated by interactions between AMPA receptors and several related synaptic scaffolding proteins, which interact with AMPA receptors through their COOH-terminal PDZ (postsynaptic density-95/discs large/zona occludens-1) domains. Glutamate receptor-interacting protein (GRIP) (16, 17) , AMPA-receptor-binding protein (ABP; the seven domain long form of ABP is also known as GRIP2) (15, 56) , and protein interacting with C kinase 1 (PICK1) (68) are thought to play key roles in regulating synaptic strength (58, 59) . GRIP/ABP was reported to anchor receptors at the postsynaptic membrane (7, 17) . PICK1 is a multifunctional protein and was found to be involved in the removal of AMPA receptors from the postsynaptic membrane during LTD in hippocampal neurons (21, 26, 28) . PICK1 may also be involved in the basal trafficking of AMPA receptors (28) and the recycling of internalized AMPA receptors (33, 35) . Two synthetic peptides, pep2-SVKI and pep2-EVKI, were reported to disrupt the interaction of AMPA receptors with GRIP/ABP/PICK1 or with PICK1 and inhibit the expression of LTD (10, 14, 28 ). Here we demonstrate a developmental LTP/LTD switch occurring at P9/P10 in the rat sSC area and its regulation by GRIP/ ABP/PICK1 function.
LTP and LTD induction can also be mediated by calcium influx induced by the activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (4, 64) . NMDA receptors are composed of two NR1 and two NR2 subunits (NR2A, NR2B, NR2C, and NR2D). NMDARs containing NR2B subunits are more permeable to calcium than NR2A-containing receptors because of a stronger glutamate binding affinity and longer duration of responses (20, 65) . Regulation of the composition and properties of NMDARs in turn mediates the postsynaptic calcium influx in response to stimulation and activates different signaling pathways for LTP and LTD induction (3, 18, 25, 29, 32, 55, 60, 69) . However, whether changes in NMDAR activity dictate the developmental shifts in plasticity still remains elusive. Interestingly, at retinocollicular synapses, the duration of NMDAR excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) progressively shortens during postnatal development and shows an abrupt downregulation at about P10 (22, 51) . In this study we report that a switch between LTP and LTD was observed at almost the same time. This provides us a convenient platform to investigate the relationship between changes in synaptic plasticity and NMDA receptor (NMDAR) kinetics.
METHODS
Slice preparation and electrophysiology. Pregnant Sprague-Dawley (SD) female rats were purchased from the Animal Center of Shanghai, and their litters were used for all experiments described in this article. The day of birth was counted as postnatal day 0 (P0). To block retinal ganglion cell action potential activity continuously, tetrodotoxin (0.2-0.5 g TTX in 3 l sodium citrate buffer, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was delivered by binocular intraocular injections daily from P2 and repeated every 24 h until the day of experiment (13, 61) , and sodium citrate buffer was delivered the same way as a control. For the binocular enucleated (BE) rats, surgery was done in P2 to thoroughly eliminate the retinal spontaneous waves. This surgery has similar effect as TTX injection but shows more consistent results with less variation in Western blots experiments. All the animals were treated in accordance with the ethical guidelines, and the study was reviewed and approved by the Fudan University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Electrophysiology. Pups aged P5-P14 were anesthetized with ether and killed by decapitation. Parasagittal slices 400-m thick that preserved the optic tract and stratum griseum superficiale (SGS) layer of the superior colliculus were cut with a vibratome (Pelco, Redding, CA). Recordings were made at room temperature (22-24°C) in an artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF). This solution contained (in mM) 117 NaCl, 4 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 3 CaCl2, 3 MgCl2, and 16 glucose saturated with 95% O 2-5% CO2 to a final pH of 7.4. The recording pipettes were prepared from borosilicate glass (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) with a horizontal pipette puller (model P-97, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) to a tip resistance of 5-8 M⍀.
The pipette solution contained (in mM) 122.5 Cs-gluconate, 17.5 CsCl, 10 HEPES (CsOH), 0.2 Na-EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, and 8 NaCl, pH adjusted to 7.3.
Whole cell recordings were made with an Axopatch 1D Amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA) with a holding potential of Ϫ70 mV. All neurons studied here maintained seal resistances of 2-4 G⍀ and series resistances of 30 M⍀. Signals were low-pass filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz (Digidata 1320A, Axon Instruments). Bicuculline methiodide (BMI, 10 M) was added in all experiments to eliminate inhibitory currents, and D-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-APV, 50 M) and 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX, 25 M) were added to block NMDA, AMPA-kainate channels, when necessary. These antagonists were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and Tocris (Ellisville, MO). Spontaneous NMDAR currents were recorded from the SC slices maintained in Mg 2ϩ -free aCSF at Ϫ70 mV, with the presence of DNQX and BMI. Amplitude threshold was set at 2.5 times root-mean-square noise (50) . The decay time of NMDAR currents was measured as the time to 37% of the peak amplitude. Axon-clampex software (Axon Instruments) and Mini analysis software (Synaptosoft, NJ) were used to analyze the evoked EPSC (eEPSC) and the spontaneous NMDAR currents. To record the evoked EPSC response from the selected neurons in SGS, 0.2-ms current pulse of electric stimulation was delivered in the stratum opticum (SO), the major afferent pathway to the sSC, via a bipolar electrode. To maintain relatively constant stimulus strength, the stimulus intensity was adjusted to elicit a postsynaptic current of about 100 pA in each recording, which was in the midrange of the eEPSCs when recorded at holding potential of Ϫ70 mV (70) . This method also avoids the possible influence of stimulus intensities on the induction of LTP and LTD (34) .
To induce long-term synaptic changes, a pairing protocol was used. Evoked EPSCs were recorded every 30 s for 10 min as a baseline. Then the cells were depolarized to Ϫ20 mV for 5 min to release the Mg 2ϩ blockage, following a total of 500 spikes of tetanic stimulation at 2 or 50 Hz. The cells were rehyperpolarized to Ϫ70 mV and eEPSCs were recorded every 30 s for another 1 h or longer. When plotted, data were binned every 2 points (1 min) and expressed as means Ϯ SE. Unless mentioned, statistical test was t-test. A threshold of 15% was used as a criteria to determine whether there was a significant change in the mean amplitude after tetanus (34, 41, 50) . For the peptide experiments, peptides were dissolved in the pipette solution with a concentration of 100 M. The recording and LTP/ LTD induction protocol was the same as above, except that recordings started at least 30 min after break-in to ensure fully effective of peptides (14) .
Western blot analysis. Synaptoneurosomes were prepared from P7 and P11 (both normal and BE rats, P19 normal rats were used for ABP experiments only) according to previously published methods (24, 49, 66) . Briefly, the sSCs were dissected and homogenized in 4°C oxygenated buffer (in mM: 118 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 1.2 MgSO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.53 KH2PO4, 212.7 glucose, and 0.2% complete protease inhibitor cocktail; Boehringer-Mannheim). A fraction of sample was saved for future Western blot analysis. The remaining fraction was passed through a series of nylon filters and the final pass was through a 10-m filter (Millipore). The samples were then spun at 1,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and pellet was resuspended in Laemmli buffer and stored at Ϫ80°C for future use. After the concentration was measured, samples (ϳ15 g each) were loaded on 10% SDS-PAGE gels (Invitrogen) for electrophoresis and then transferred to PVDF membranes (Invitrogen) for Western blot analysis. Membranes were incubated with primary antibodies: rabbit anti-PICK1 (ABGENT) anti-GRIP (Upstate) or ABP (Chemicon) antibodies for synaptic expression level assessment. Rabbit anti-PSD-95, anti-Synapsin, and anti-␤-tubulin antibodies (Cell Signaling Technology) were used for synaptic proteins enrichment evaluation, and anti-␤-actin antibody (Sigma) was used for loading control. Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies were then used. Membranes were developed with ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Pierce). The ratio of image intensities of GRIP, ABP, PICK1, PSD-95, Synapsin, or ␤-tubulin to ␤-actin were applied to relative semiquantification of these proteins. ANOVA test was used to check the significance.
RESULTS

A rapid developmental LTP/LTD switch at retinocollicular synapses.
To study the dynamics of synaptic plasticity, we examined the AMPAR-mediated evoked-EPSC responses at the rat retinocollicular pathway from postnatal day P5 to P14 (1-2 day after eye opening). Two kinds of stimulation pattern were used: 2 Hz for 250 s as low-frequency stimulation (LFS) and 50 Hz for 10 s as high-frequency stimulation (HFS). Both stimulation patterns delivered a same amount of 500 stimuli.
In the early developmental age, we found that both LFS and HFS could evoke robust LTP from sSC neurons. Representative averaged recordings of P7 were shown in Fig. 1, A and 
B.
Under LFS, the EPSC responses increased about 60% around 5-10 min after stimulation and reached a plateau of 135% after 30 min (135 Ϯ 4%, n ϭ 7, Fig. 1A ) until the end of recordings (1 h recording was shown here). HFS also induced similar amount of LTP at this age (Fig. 1B) , EPSC responses reached a maximum of 154% at around 5 min and stabilized from 30 min (137 Ϯ 5%, n ϭ 6) after stimulation. There was no significant difference in the EPSC potentiation between LFS and HFS (P Ͼ 0.1, t-test), suggesting that long-term potentiation was the only form of synaptic modification at this age. However, the LTP did not persist when the animal matured. Recordings from P11 neurons were shown in Fig. 1 , C and D. Under either LFS or HFS, only LTD could be induced at this age. The EPSC amplitudes decreased after stimulation and stabilized from 30 min (LFS: 72 Ϯ 2%, n ϭ 7; HFS: 71 Ϯ 2%, n ϭ 8) until the end of the recordings. Also there was no statistically significant difference between these two stimula-tion patterns (P Ͼ 0.2, t-test). NMDA receptor antagonist APV (50 M) could completely abolish the LTP and LTD (Fig. 1 , traces in triangle, n ϭ 3 in each case), which indicated that the synaptic plasticity shown here critically depended on the activation of NMDA channels. To avoid the possible influence of tetanic modality in the LTP/LTD induction (9, 43), we also applied different tetanic intensities with different depolarizing potentials. However, the same conclusion still held (for details, see online Supplemental Data I at AJP-Cell Physiol website).
All neurons (n ϭ 126) recorded from P5 to P14 were summarized in Fig. 1 , E and F. Clearly, neurons before P9 (n ϭ 56 in total) showed robust LTP (ranging from 120% to 169%, measured at 30 min after stimulation) while rapidly switched to LTD (ranging from 52% to 83%) after P10 (n ϭ 43 in total). The other 27 cells from P9 and P10 animals showed either LTP or LTD varying from cell to cell. The averaged data in Fig. 1F showed an obvious developmental switching tendency from LTP to LTD at P9/10. In summary, the synaptic transmission at rat retinocollicular pathway undergoes a rapid developmental shift from LTP to LTD around P9/P10, and this rapid switch is independent of stimulation frequency.
Rapid LTP/LTD developmental switch was activity dependent. To test whether this rapid LTP/LTD developmental switch is activity dependent, we blocked the retinal activity by daily binocular intraocular injections of TTX solution from P2 until the day of experiment (See METHODS for detail). Slices were prepared from P5 to P14 TTX-treated pups. Results of total 116 neurons were summarized in Fig. 2 (For control experiments, see Supplementary Data II).
Recordings from P7 rats of TTX-treated group were shown in Fig. 2 , A and B. Although both LFS and HFS could still induce LTP (LFS: 123 Ϯ 2%, n ϭ 7; HFS: 125 Ϯ 3%, n ϭ 6, measured at 30 min after the stimulation, and reached about 120% of base line at the end 1 h recording), the EPSC potentiation was noticeably weaker than that of normal rats in Fig. 1A (P Ͻ 0.05, also see Fig. 2F ). For the P11 recordings shown in Fig. 2 , C and D, a radically different situation was observed. Neither LFS nor HFS could reproduce LTD at this late developmental stage. Instead, both LFS and HFS only induced weak short-term potentiation-like (STP-like) responses. At 30 min after stimulation, the EPSC amplitude was 119 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 6) under LFS and 122 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 6) under HFS. The EPSC amplitude could not persist afterward and kept diminishing to around 111% (LFS) and 114% (HFS) at the end of recording, which could not be treated as LTP based on our 115% threshold for LTP (P Ͼ 0.05) (37, 71) .
All data from P5 to P14 (n ϭ 116) were plotted in Fig. 2E . All neurons from P5 to P14 showed increased evoked-EPSC responses when measured at 30 min after stimulation irrespective of the stimulation frequency, which indicated that the rapid LTP/LTD switch was suppressed by blocking retinal input. The averaged data of each individual day were plotted in Fig.  2F ; data from normal animals were also added for comparison (filled circle, LFS and HFS data were mixed). Clearly, after the input from the retinal activity was blocked, the LTP in the early age was remarkably reduced and subsequently the rapid LTP/ LTD switch was suppressed, only weak STP-like potentiation was observed in the late developmental age. In summary, the LTP/LTD developmental switch is activity dependent. The retinal activity is required to maintain the synaptic plasticity and initiate the rapid LTP/LTD developmental switch (50) .
LTP/LTD switch was not caused by shortening of NMDAR kinetics. Our previous study reported a fast downregulation of NMDAR kinetics at almost the same time frame when the LTP/LTD switching occurred (51, 52) . This raised a speculation whether the shortening of NMDAR kinetics was closely related to the rapid LTP/LTD switch. To test this idea, we measured the kinetics of spontaneous NMDAR currents (sNMDARC) in control and TTX-treated animals. If the fast downregulation of NMDAR kinetics was in close connection with LTP/LTD switch, the TTX-treatment that suppressed LTP/LTD switch would also have effects on the dynamics of NMDAR kinetics.
Spontaneous NMDAR currents were recorded from P7 to P12 pups in non-Mg 2ϩ solutions with 25 M DNQX and 10 M BMI to block AMPAR and GABA receptor (GABAR) currents. A total of 38 neurons from the control group (17 pups) and 39 neurons from the TTX-treated group (19 pups) were summarized in Fig. 3 . Sample spontaneous NMDAR current was shown in Fig. 3A (top) . The current could be totally blocked by 50 M APV (Fig. 3A, middle) and recovered after washout of APV (Fig. 3A, bottom) , which confirmed that it was indeed NMDAR current. Sample-averaged events from P9 and P11 in both groups were shown in Fig. 3B (all events in a single neuron were averaged). Interestingly, the time constant of NMDAR currents decayed much faster at P11 than P9 in both groups (control: 52.2 ms at P9 and 23.3 ms at P11; TTX treatment: 36.4 ms at P9 and 19.1 ms at P11). The amplitude and the sNMDARC time constant of each individual day from P7 to P12 were plotted in Fig. 3, C and D. Although the amplitude and decay time of spontaneous NMDAR currents slightly decreased after TTX treatment, which indicated an activity-dependent developmental process, the fast downregulation of NMDAR kinetics around P10 still existed (Fig. 3D) . Blockade of retinal input suppressed the LTP/LTD switch ( Fig. 2) but had no effect on the downregulation of NMDAR kinetics. So it is highly unlikely that the alteration in NMDAR current kinetics could account for the rapid LTP/LTD switch, and additional machinery must be recruited (1, 12) .
Rapid LTP/LTD switch were associated with the activities of GRIP, ABP, and PICK1. The insertion and internalization of AMPA receptors are often involved in the modification of synaptic plasticity (8) . However, whether the interaction between the receptors and synaptic scaffolding proteins will affect the synaptic plasticity and how this interaction changes during development are largely unknown. Among these scaffolding proteins, the PDZ proteins are closely related to the AMPA receptors' mobilization, so we decided to examine their roles in the LTP/LTD switch.
Two kinds of ct-GluR2/3 peptides, pep2-SVKI (YNVYGIES VKI) and pep2-EVKI (NVYGIEEVKI), were applied through whole cell pipette solution (100 M) to block interactions between AMPA receptors and the PDZ proteins (14, 31, 56, 67, 68) . Pep2-SVKI could block the interaction between AMPA receptors and all three PDZ proteins (GRIP, ABP and PICK1) while pep2-EVKI could only selectively block AMPAR-PICK1 interaction. A third nonfunctional peptide pep2-SVKE (NVYGIESVKE, 100 M) was chosen as control. All recordings used the same protocol as mentioned above, except that recordings started at least 30 min after break-in (see METHODS) . Sample averaged recordings of P7 and P11 from pep2-SVKItreated group were shown in Fig. 4A . At P7, both LFS and HFS could elicit robust increases of EPSC amplitudes shortly after stimulation (Fig. 4A , two top panels. LFS: 134 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 136 Ϯ 7%, n ϭ 6, measured at 10 min after stimulation). However, the EPSC amplitudes decreased afterwards (LFS: 118 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 117 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6, measured at 30 min after stimulation) and kept decaying toward the baseline until the end of recording (LFS: 108 Ϯ 7%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 106 Ϯ 5%, n ϭ 6, measured at 1 h after stimulation, P Ͼ 0.1, compared with the baseline). This result suggested that the LTP elicited by stimulation could not persist when the interactions between AMPARs and PDZ domain proteins were interrupted. Only . NMDAR currents could be completely blocked by 50 M APV (middle) and recovered after washing out the APV (bottom). B: averaged NMDAR currents of P9 and P11 rats from control and TTX-treated group (n ϭ 4 in each case). The decay time shortened from P9 to P11 in both groups. C and D: comparison of amplitude and time constant of NMDAR currents of control (n ϭ 26 in total) and TTX-treated animals (n ϭ 28 in total) from P7 to P12. Although the mean amplitude and time constant of NMDAR currents of TTX-treated group were smaller than those from control group in each individual day, the abrupt decrease in the time constant of NMDAR currents still occurred in the TTX-treated group.
STP was observed. At P11 (Fig. 4A, two bottom panels) , the pep2-SVKI had an even stronger effect on the synaptic plasticity. The LTD at this age was totally abolished and still only STP was observed (LFS: 110 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 116 Ϯ 7%, n ϭ 6, measured at 30 min after stimulation; LFS: 107 Ϯ 5%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 109 Ϯ 7%, n ϭ 6, measured at 1 h after stimulation, P Ͼ 0.1, compared with the baseline) in both stimulation patterns. This further implied that blockade of GluR2/3-GRIP/ABP/PICK1 interaction might have two functions in mediating the synaptic plasticity: 1) suppressing the To further differentiate the individual roles of the three PDZ domain proteins, we investigated the effect of pep2-EVKI, the selective blocker of GluR2/3-PICK1. Averaged recordings of P7 and P11 from pep2-EVKI-treated group were plotted in Fig.  4B . At P7 (Fig. 4B, two top panels) , similar STP was observed as the pep2-SVKI group in Fig. 4A . The EPSC amplitudes in both stimulation frequencies increased shortly after the stimulation while decaying toward the baseline afterward (LFS: 118 Ϯ 8%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 114 Ϯ 7%, n ϭ 6, measured at 30 min after stimulation), and they kept further decreasing to the baseline until the end of recording (LFS: 107 Ϯ 6%; HFS: 105 Ϯ 6%, measured at 1 h after stimulation, P Ͼ 0.1, compared with the baseline). However, at P11 (Fig. 4B, two bottom panels) , we observed a very quick short-term depression (STD), which was different from the pep2-SVKI group. The EPSC amplitudes decreased shortly after stimulation (LFS: 86 Ϯ 5%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 85 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6, measured at 10 min after stimulation). But they quickly returned back to the baseline around 30 min after stimulation (LFS: 91 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 95 Ϯ 5%, n ϭ 6, measured at 30 after stimulation, P Ͼ 0.1, compared with the baseline) and persisted afterward (LFS: 95 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6; HFS: 98 Ϯ 6%, n ϭ 6, measured at 1 h after stimulation). Previous studies have reported that PICK1 plays an important role in the expression of LTD (27, 33) ; our results suggest that PICK1 is also involved in maintaining the long-term effect of both LTP and LTD while not altering the LTP/LTD switch. When the GluR2/3-PICK1 interaction was interrupted, only STP and STD were observed.
Control experiments were carried out with pep2-SVKE, an inactive peptide (14, 31) . The results were summarized in Supplementary Data III (see online at the AJP-Cell Physiol website). The amounts of LTP/LTD showed no significant difference with those obtained from normal rats (P Ͼ 0.1, compared with Fig. 1A ) throughout all experimental ages.
Recordings from individuals from P5 to P14 of the pep2-SVKI and pep2-EVKI group were summarized in Fig. 4C . Data from LFS and HFS were mixed because of no significant difference; results from the control pep2-SVKE group were also added for comparison (filled circle, LFS and HFS data were also mixed). Blockade of AMPAR-GRIP/ABP/PICK1 interaction showed STP through all the experimental ages, while blockade of AMPAR-PICK1 interaction only showed STP in early age and quick STD in late age. These two results suggested that PICK1 was responsible for maintaining the long-term effect of synaptic plasticity, whereas the other two might be associated with the rapid LTP/LTD switch during development. Unfortunately, specific ct-GluR2/3-GRIP or ctGluR2/3-ABP peptides are not currently available. The distinct roles of GRIP and ABP could only be assessed from other methods.
The synaptic expressions of GRIP, ABP, and PICK1 are developmentally regulated and activity dependent. What is the mechanism by which the rapid LTP/LTD switch occurred? And what are their distinct roles of GRIP and ABP in regulating this switch? To address these questions, we examined the synaptic expressions of GRIP, ABP, and PICK1 at different developmental ages from normal and BE rats (See METHODS for details). BE could completely eliminate the retinal spontaneous waves, which is similar to what has been observed in the TTX injection experiments except that BE had much more strong stable effect than TTX injection (see Supplemental Data VI for more disscussion). Synaptoneurosomes (49, 66) were prepared from the superficial layer of SC at the age of P7 and P11, and their expression levels were examined by Western blotting methods by using GRIP-specific, ABP-specific, and PICK1-specific antibodies (Fig. 5A) . Nonspecific proteins were chosen as controls. A double-blind procedure was performed to avoid possible bias.
The GRIP synaptic expression increased more than 100% from P7 to P11 (n ϭ 4), whereas the synaptic expressions of PICK1 and ABP remained relatively constant (P Ͼ 0.1, n ϭ 4) (Fig. 5B) . Since ABP synaptic expression was quite low at both P7 and P11, its expression at P19 was additionally added. Interestingly, the ABP expression was more than three times higher at P19 than that at P11 (Fig. 5B, bottom) , which was consistent with previous findings that ABP protein reached maximal expression in adult rat brain (56) . These results indicated that among these three proteins only GRIP had an increased synaptic expression during the LTP/LTD switch. So from a biochemical perspective, it is highly unlikely that the PICK1 and ABP had different roles between these two ages because of their unchanged synaptic expressions. Thus GRIP might be more directly associated with our observed developmental LTP/LTD switch at rat retinocollicular synapses.
If our hypothesis above is true, it would be easy to guess that the synaptic expression of GRIP would not have a significant increase during development in the BE animals because the LTP/LTD switch was suppressed when blocking the spontaneous retinal input (Fig. 2) . To test this idea, we further examined the synaptic expression of GRIP, ABP, and PICK1 at P7 and P11 of the BE group (Fig. 5, A and B) . At both P7 and P11, the synaptic expressions of GRIP, PICK1, and ABP were all significantly decreased in the BE rats (P Ͻ 0.05, n ϭ 4 for each group compared with normal control group), suggesting that the synaptic expression of GRIP, PICK1, and ABP was also regulated by retinal activities. The decreased expression of PICK1 might provide an explanation of the weakened LTP in Fig. 2, A and B . Interestingly, the synaptic expression of GRIP did not show significant increase (P Ͼ 0.05, n ϭ 4) from P7 to P11 in the BE animals, which matched our hypothesis quite well. The increased expression of GRIP was indeed closely associated with this rapid LTP/LTD developmental switch. Blocking the increase of the GRIP expression abolished the LTP/LTD switch. Our immunocytochemical experiment using twophoton microscopy also provided further evidence that the expression of GRIP was developmentally increased during development (See online Supplementary Data V).
In summary, GRIP may play a direct role in mediating the LTP/LTD switch, whereas PICK1 may be of great importance in maintaining the long-term effect of synaptic plasticity. As for ABP, it may have its own function in adults because of its increased expression around P19.
DISCUSSION
In this study, using in vitro isolated brain stem preparations from neonatal rats aged from P5 to P14, we show for the first time that synaptic transmission in the retinocollicular pathway, following tetanic stimulation from the optic nerve, undergoes a rapid developmental switch from LTP to LTD around P9/P10. We also demonstrate that this rapid activity-dependent LTP/ LTD developmental switch relies on the GRIP/ABP/PICK1 synaptic activities rather than on the changes in NMDAR kinetics.
The LTP/LTD switch is widely believed to be accompanied by precise regulation of AMPARs' synaptic presence through intracellular mobilization. One regulatory mechanism involves an interaction between the PDZ proteins GRIP/ABP/PICK1 and the intracellular carboxy-terminus of GluR2/3 (38, 54) . Here, we found that GRIP, ABP, and PICK1 play different roles during this period of LTP/LTD switch. With blockade of GluR2/3-PICK1 interaction, only STP or depression was observed, suggesting that PICK1 was involved in maintaining the long-term effect of synaptic plasticity (Fig. 4B) . Blockade interactions of GluR2/3 with all these three PDZ domain proteins would further abolish the LTP/LTD switch, leaving only STP through all the experimental ages, implying that GRIP/ABP might be associated with the LTP/LTD switch (Fig.  4A) . We cannot test the individual effect of GRIP and ABP; however, Western blot data showed that the expression of GRIP increased dramatically during this period while PICK1 and ABP expression levels remained stable. This evidence made us hypothesize that GRIP may be the more tightly associated protein with this rapid LTP/LTD switch (Fig. 5) .
Previous studies have reported that GRIP/ABP was required for postsynaptic accumulation of the AMPA receptors (16, 46, 56) (but also see Ref. 57 for some different results) and PICK1 had effects in promoting AMPARs' mobility (14, 23, 33, 35, 47) . In our results we show a high expression level of GRIP in the late developmental stage while PICK1 and ABP remained relatively unchanged. Also blockade of the GluR2/3-PDZ interactions by pep2-SVKI suppressed the LTP/LTD switch. These results suggest a strong correlation between the GRIP and the LTP/LTD switch. Daw (14) has proposed a model with two intracellular pools of AMPARs at synapses: a constitutively trafficked pool of AMPARs with phosphorylated GluR2 A: synaptic expression of GRIP (top), PICK1 (middle), and ABP (bottom) at P7 and P11 from control group and binocular enucleated (BE) group. ␤-Actin was used as a nonspecific control. B: comparison of the expression level of GRIP, PICK1, and ABP from A. The GRIP expression increased dramatically from P7 to P11 in the control group, whereas no significant increase was observed in the BE group. PICK1 and ABP expression kept relative constant from P7 to P11 in both groups. *Significant difference level of Ͻ 0.05 (ANOVA test).
and a regulated pool of AMPARs with unphosphorylated GluR2. Phosphorylation of S880 (serine 880) by PKC releases the receptors from the regulated pool to enter the constitutive pool, whereas the GluR2/3-PDZ interactions prevent this PKCdependent phosphorylation. Here we proposed a hypothesis that the development of LTD could reflect the appearance of a population of AMPARs bound to GRIP. At early developmental age, only a small proportion of AMPA receptors could be anchored at the postsynaptic membrane by GRIP due to its low synaptic expression. A large amount of "free" extra-synaptic AMPA receptors could be easily delivered to the postsynaptic membrane after tetanus, resulting in LTP. At late developmental age, a large amount of AMPARs are anchored by GRIP. When GluR2 is phosphorylated at S880, GluR2 bound to GRIP is released. After release, GluR2 can bind to PICK1 and be endocytosed, which led to LTD (Fig. 1) . This hypothesis explains why the increased GRIP level leads to the LTP/LTD switch. Also this LTP/LTD switch was found to be activity dependent. Blockade of retinal input by binocular intraocular injections of TTX interrupted the LTP/LTD switch because of the reduced synaptic expression of GRIP (Figs. 2 and 5), which can still be explained by our hypothesis.
We also found that the LTP/LTD switch was accompanied by a swift drop in NMDAR decay time around P10 in intact pups (Fig. 3) . This temporal coincidence between the LTP/ LTD switch and the downregulation of NMDAR currents made us initially hypothesize that the LTP/LTD switch was triggered by shortening of the NMDAR currents, which might be caused by an increase of NR2A/2B ratio (20, 22, 42, 48, 65) or the calcineurin activity (52, 62, 63) . However, the TTX injection experiments ruled out this possibility. In the TTX-treated animals, the LTP/LTD switch was occluded while the shortening of NMDAR responses still persisted (Figs. 2 and 3 ). This suggested that the LTP/LTD switch could not be simply ascribed to a developmental change in NMDAR kinetics, even though the magnitude of synaptic modification was indeed affected by NMDARs responses (Figs. 2 and 3) . If the LTP/ LTD switch worked on a "sliding threshold" manner (5), we thought the PDZ proteins rather than the shortening of NMDAR currents dictated the threshold for the LTP/LTD switch in the juvenile sSC, although both NR2A and NR2B were reported to be involved in the LTP induction (2) . However, we still cannot fully rule out the possibility that the increased expression of GRIP might be a downstream event of a developmental change in synaptic plasticity. Further study needs to be carried out.
Several lines of evidence have suggested that long-lasting activity-dependent synaptic modifications relate to neural circuit refinements (30, 44) . The retinocollicular axons first form widely diffused synaptic connections with neurons in the sSC, and later the mistargeted retinal axon terminal arbors are eliminated and those that are topographically relevant become consolidated (11, 53) under the guidance of retinal activities (19, 40, 45, 50) . These processes must be accompanied by very active synaptic modifications. Long-lasting synaptic enhancement may be required for the formation of synaptic connections during early development, and LTD may take over this process while synaptic elimination occurs for a precise retinocollicular projection. Functionally, the developmental LTP/ LTD switch may just represent a change in the tendency from synaptic consolidation to elimination during neural circuitry refinements.
